Enhance Web Portal Metadata Explorer to include Bookmark capability found in Metadata Manager

For our Data Analysts, Data Scientists, Business Analysts, ETL Developers and Application Developers, navigation to the appropriate Diagrams would be greatly enhance with Bookmark capability. Currently, our data customers have perform these steps:

1) use the Browse dropdown to show the available models
2) select the appropriate Subject Area and double-click to expose underlying diagrams
3) select the appropriate diagram and double-click to expose the model

Use of established Bookmarks (ie quick links) would greatly enhance productivity for our data users while leaving Browse capability for ad hoc search against harvested models.

In terms of best leveraging Bookmarks (for both Manager and Explorer), the Bookmarks are 'broken' everytime a new version of the model is harvested (we harvest ours on a daily basis). Would like for Bookmarks to not just be URL sensitive but also Erwin object sensitive. For example, provide the model name(id)/subject area name(id)/entity diagram name(id) so the associated model diagram would be brought up. Below is how I have setup Bookmarks for one of our Enterprise models.
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